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!   Health*Electronic*Medical*Record*tool*OpenEMR*provides*a*
lot*of*functionality*in*one*Monolithic*Application*

!   Monolithic*architecture*makes*it*difficult*to*manage,*update*
and*add*new*functionality*



!   Micro*services*architecture*can*help*with*manageDability*of*distinct*
applications*and*services,*and*facilitate*analytics*driven*model*

!   Cloud*enabled*runtime*can*help*with*software*lifecycle*and*
application*deployment*and*movement*between*infrastructures*

Functionality+1+

Cloud+Enabled+Middleware+

Functionality+2+

Functionality+N+

Shared+
Database+



!   An*patient*portal*application*can*be*built*separately*that*can*service*
many*users,*such*as*allow*patient*themselves*to*schedule*visits*

!   Such*applications*can*be*managed*and*scaled*independently*across*
different*instances,*all*sharing*one*central*database*

Cloud+Enabled+Middleware+

Shared+
Database+



!   Shared*patient*information*can*then*be*analyzed*globally*to*
derive*actionable*insights*

!   Live*patient*information*can*be*correlated*with*historical*
data*or*public*information*to*discover*useful*relationships*
between*similar*patients*

Cloud+Enabled+Middleware+



COURSE OVERVIEW
The Data Science and Big Data Analytics course educates students to a foundation level on 
big data and the state of the practice of analytics. The course provides an introduction to big 
data and a Data Analytics Lifecycle to address business challenges that leverage big data.  It 
provides grounding in basic and advanced analytic methods and an introduction to big data 
analytics technology and tools, including MapReduce and Hadoop.  The course has extensive 
labs throughout to provide practical opportunities to apply these methods and tools and 
includes a final lab in which students address a big data analytics challenge by applying the 
concepts taught in the course in the context of the Data Analytics Lifecycle.  Upon completing 
the course, students will have the knowledge and practical experience to immediately 
participate effectively in big data and other analytics projects.

THE DATA SCIENCE AND BIG DATA ANALYTICS COURSE CONSISTS OF 7 MODULES: 

Module 1: Introduction to Big Data Analytics
This module focuses on definition of and an overview of big data, the state of practice of 
analytics, the Data Scientist role, and big data analytics in industry verticals. 

Module 2: Overview of Data Analytics Lifecycle
This module focuses on the explaining the various phases of a typical analytics lifecycle – 
discovery, data preparation, model planning, model building, communicating results and 
findings, and operationalizing.  This module also details the critical activities that occur in each 
phase of the lifecycle. 

Module 3: Using R for Initial Analysis of the Data
This module focuses on an introduction to R programming, initial exploration and analysis of the 
data using R, and basic visualization using R.  This module includes hands-on labs to familiarize 
students with the concepts taught. 

Module 4: Advanced Analytics and Statistical Modeling for Big Data – Theory and Methods
This module focuses on the core methods used by a Data Scientist, including candidate 
selection using the Naïve Bayesian Classifier, categorization using K-means clustering and 
association rules, predictive modeling using decision trees, linear and logistic regression, and 
time-series analysis, and text analysis.  This module includes hands-on labs to familiarize 
students with the concepts taught.

Module 5: Advanced Analytics and Statistical Modeling for Big Data – Technology and Tools
This module focuses on analytic tools for unstructured data, including MapReduce and the 
Hadoop ecosystem.  It also details in-database analytics with SQL extensions and other 
advanced SQL techniques and MADlib functions for in-database analytics.  This module includes 
hands-on labs to familiarize students with the concepts taught.

EDUCATION SERVICES

DATA SCIENCE AND BIG DATA ANALYTICS
An ‘open’ course to unleash the power of Big Data



Module 6: Concluding and Operationalizing an Analytics Project
This module focuses on identifying the core deliverables and creating them for key 
stakeholders and others.  This module also details how to emphasize key points 
using visualization methods.

Module 7: Big Data Analytics Lifecycle Lab
This module focuses on the student’s practical application of their learning to a big data 
analytics challenge in the context of the data analytics lifecycle.

Faculty profile for success
Faculty who have been teaching courses on following topics will have added advantage in 
successfully teaching this course:
 1. Computer Science
 2. Mathematics, Statistics and Statistical Modeling

Student profile for success
Students who have completed courses on following topics will have added advantage in 
comprehending the learnings of CIS course:
 1. Computer Science
 2. Information Technology
 3. Engineering
 4. Statistics and Statistical Modeling
 5. Mathematics
 6. Database Administration and Data Warehousing
 7. Computer Programming
 8. Econometrics
 9. Biostatistics
 10. Physics



Define big data and the business drivers for advanced, 
big data analytics.

Describe why and how Data Science is different to 
traditional Business Intelligence.

Describe the roles and skills required in a big data 
analytics team.

Explain the phases and activities of the data analytics 
lifecycle and identify the main activities and deliverables.

Explore and make an initial analysis of the data, 
using R.

Select and execute appropriate advanced analytic 
methods for candidate selection, categorization, 
and predictive modeling.

Describe the importance and benefits of advanced 
techniques such as in-database analytics and how 
extensions and other advanced functions add value.

Plan the creation of effective final deliverables for 
a data analytics project that will meet the needs of 
stakeholders and others.

Apply all the phases of a data analytics lifecycle to 
a big data analytics challenge.   

Describe the challenges and tools for analyzing text 
and other unstructured data.

A solid understanding of big data and the business opportunities that advanced 
analytics applied to big data represent is essential for stakeholders to identify and 
drive big data analytics opportunities within their own organizations.

Data Scientists must understand the Business Intelligence world just as Business 
Intelligence analysts need to understand the Data Science world so they can work 
together in cohesive teams to ensure the business is gaining optimum value from 
leveraging big data and data in  traditional data warehouses. 

Business and IT stakeholders need to recruit suitably skilled individuals and grow 
the skills of others to create competent and effective big data analytics teams.

Provides a framework for executing data analytics projects in a repeatable way 
that will consistently lead to valuable and actionable insights for the business. 

Develop a quick overall understanding of the nature and characteristics of the 
data, using simple R programming.  This drives creation of initial hypotheses 
regarding potential relationships within the data that can then be explored 
using more advanced analytic methods.              

Detailed analysis of the data requires selection of the advanced analytic 
methods that are most appropriate for the business challenge being addressed 
and the data being analyzed.

Encourages interest in newer technology developments that can bring potential 
analytic benefits to the rapidly developing field of Data Science.

Business stakeholders and others must be convinced by the analysis, conclusions, 
and recommendations emerging from a data analytics project.  Creating the 
final project report is a key opportunity to ensure commitment to action and to 
communicate the tasks necessary to operationalize those recommendations.

Demonstrates the ability to be successful in taking a big data business 
challenge through all phases of the data analytics lifecycle as a Data Scientist  
practitioner and deliver actionable insights.

Less than 20% of all data is structured.  Text and other unstructured data are 
key data sources for big data analytics.  Data Scientists must understand the 
challenges of analyzing this data and the different approaches (e.g. MapReduce) 
and tools (e.g. Hadoop) used to analyze it.
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Key activities Business Impact
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The knowledge you gain through the Data Science and Big Data Analytics ‘open’ course can 
be applied to impact business decisions in a variety of ways
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Ancestry.com)

2 

•  World’s!largest!online!family!history!
resource!

•  Started!as!a!publishing!company!in!
1983,!online!from!1996!

•  2.7!million!worldwide!subscribers!

!



Data)at)Ancestry)

• Historical!records!–!company!acquired!content!collecFons!

• User!created!content:!
– Ancestor!profiles!and!family!trees!

– Uploaded!photographs!and!stories!

• User!behavior!data!on!Ancestry.com!

• Customer!DNA!data!

•  10!PB!of!structured!and!unstructured!data!

3 



Historical)records)

• Historical!Content!
– 14!billion!historical!records!going!back!to!17th!century!
– DigiFzed!and!searchable!

4 



Historical)records)

5 

•  More!than!30,000!content!collecFons!



User)family)trees)

6 

•  Family!trees:!
– 60!million!family!trees!

– 6!billion!profiles!



Family)trees)

7 7 

Power!law!distribuFon!
!tree!sizes!

500!nodes!
700!edges!

55!generaFons!!
!

Fme!



User)contributed)content)

– 200!million!uploaded!!family!photos!and!stories!
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Person)and)record)search)
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•  Search!query!



Record)linkage)

10 

•  Record!linkage!–!finding!and!matching!records!in!mulFple!data!sets!!
with!non-unique'idenFfiers!(data!matching,!!enFty!disambiguaFon,!
duplicate!detecFon!etc)!

•  Goal:!bring!together!informaFon!about!the!same!person!

•  Some!!non-unique'idenFfiers:!
–  Names:!first!name,!last!name!(John!Smith!–!300,000!records)!

–  Dates:!!date!of!birth,!date!of!death!!!!
–  Places:!place!of!birth,!residence,!place!of!death!!
–  Extra:!family!members,!life!events!

•  Records!o_en!incomplete!and!contain!mistakes'

•  Other!industries:!banking,!insurance,!government!etc!

!



User)behavior)data)

• User!behavior!data:!
– 75!mln!searches!daily!

– 10!mln!profiles!added!daily!

– 3.5!mln!records!aaached!daily!

11 



DNA)Data)

• Direct!to!consumer!DNA!test!

•  700,000!SNPs!per!sample!

•  400,000!DNA!samples!

• No!medical!studies!

!

!

12 



Ancestry)DNA)
! ! ! ! ! !!

• GeneFc!ethnicity!
– Reference!panel!!
– 26!ethnic!regions,!3000!samples!

!

13 



Ancestry)DNA)

14 

• GeneFc!inheritance!
–  IdenFtycbycdescent!
– Cousin!matching!!

!
Matching DNA



DNA)data:)privacy)and)research)
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Interest in understanding how
genetic variations influence
heritable diseases and the re-

sponse to medical treatments is
intense. The academic communi-
ty relies on the availability of
public databases for the distribu-
tion of the DNA sequences and
their variations. However, like
other types of medical informa-
tion, human genomic data are pri-
vate, intimate, and sensitive.
Genomic data have raised special
concerns about discrimination,
stigmatization, or loss of insur-
ance or employment for individu-
als and their relatives (1, 2).
Public dissemination of these data poses
nonintuitive privacy challenges. 

Unrelated persons differ in about 0.1%
of the 3.2 billion bases in their genomes
(3). Now, the most widely used forms of
forensic identification rely on only 13 to
15 locations on the genome with variable
repeats (4, 5). Single nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs) contain information that
can be used to identify individuals (5, 6). If
someone has access to individual genetic
data and performs matches to public SNP
data, a small set of SNPs could lead to suc-
cessful matching and identification of the
individual. In such a case, the rest of the
genotypic, phenotypic, and other informa-
tion linked to that individual in public
records would also become available.

The world population is roughly 1010.
Specifying DNA sequence at only 30 to 80
statistically independent SNP positions will
uniquely define a single person (7). Further-
more, if some of those positions have SNPs
that are relatively rare, the number that need
to be tested is much smaller. If information
about kinship exists, a few positions will con-
firm it. Thus, the transition from private to
identifiable is very rapid (see the figure). 

Tension between the desire to protect
privacy and the need to ensure access to sci-

entific data has led to a search for new tech-
nologies. However, the hurdles may be
greater than had been suspected. For exam-
ple, one approach to protecting privacy is to
limit the amount of high-quality data re-
leased and randomly to change a small per-
centage of SNPs for each subject in the
database (8). Suppose that 10% of SNPs are
randomly changed in a sequence of DNA, a
fairly major obfuscation that would not
please many genetics researchers. Our esti-
mates (7) show that measuring as few as 75
statistically independent SNPs would de-
fine a small group that contained the real
owner of the DNA. Disclosure control
methods such as data suppression, data
swapping, and adding noise would be unac-
ceptable by similar arguments.

A second approach is to group SNPs 
into bins. Disregarding exact genomic lo-
cations of SNPs increases the number of
records that share the same values, thus in-
creasing confidentiality. Our calculations
(7) show that such strategies do not protect
privacy, because the pattern of binned val-
ues is unlikely to match anyone other than
the owner of the DNA. Data analysis would
be greatly complicated by binning, and the
information content would be severely re-
duced or even eliminated. 

Until technological innovations appear,
solutions in policy and regulations must be
found. We are building the Pharmaco-
genetics and Pharmacogenomics Knowledge
Base (8, 9), which contains individual geno-
type data and associated phenotype infor-

mation. No genetic data will be provided
unless a user can demonstrate that he or she
is associated with a bona fide academic, in-
dustrial, or governmental research unit and
agrees to our usage policies (including audit
of data access) (10). Although this does not
prevent data abuse, it provides a way to
monitor usage.

Social concerns about privacy
are intricately connected to beliefs
about benefits of research and
trustworthiness of researchers and
governmental agencies. In the
United States, the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act
of 1996 (HIPAA) and the associat-
ed Privacy Rules of 2003 (11) gen-
erally forbid sharing identifiable
data without patient consent.
However, they do not specifically
address use or disclosure policies
for human genetic data. Recent de-
bates in Iceland, Estonia, Britain,
and elsewhere (12–15), reveal a
range of views on the threats posed

by genetic information. The United States
may be at one end of this spectrum, as its cit-
izens seem to strongly desire health privacy.
Whatever the setting, we recommend explic-
it clarifications to rules and legislation (such
as HIPAA), so that they explicitly protect ge-
netic privacy and set strong penalties for vio-
lations. These clarifications should define
entities authorized to use and exchange hu-
man genetic data and for what purposes.
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Challenges)

•  Engineering!
– Scalability!
– Availability!
– Security!

• Research!
–  InformaFon!retrieval!!

– DNA!genomic!research!!

•  Privacy!

!

!
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